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Motivic Perceptionand Modularity
DAVID TEMPERLEY
ColumbiaUniversity
There is an important distinction to be drawn in the way different kinds
of motivic relationships are perceived. Some relationships are detected
quickly and automatically; other kinds are detected (if at all) only slowly
and deliberately. There is a phenomenological difference here as well.
These differences are nicely accounted for by Jerry Fodor's theory of
modularity.It is arguedthat certain relationshipsare perceivedin a "modular" fashion, and others are not. It is hypothesized that the relationships
perceived in a modular way are those between segments that are (a) related by tonal transposition and (b) parallel relative to the metrical structure. This view accounts for the differences between perception of different kinds of relationships and also sheds light on metrical structure in
general, the "rehearing" problem, and the issue of "mandatoriness" in
musical perception.

Parallelism
In teachinguntrainedundergraduatesabout music, as many music theorists have occasionto do, one naturallylooks for aspectsof musicalstructure that can be easily perceived.We discuss orchestrationand texture,
with reasonablesuccess;we discussdupleand triplemeter,with somewhat
more difficulty;we discusskeys and modulationswith caution, knowing
that a largeportionof the class will probablynot perceivethem or at least
will be unableto articulatetheirperceptions.One of the most widely and
easilyheardaspectsof musicalstructureis surelyparallelism:the similarity
of intervallicpatternbetweenshort,closely juxtaposedmelodicsegments.
Probablyeverystudentis able to hearthe similaritybetweenthe first four
notes and the secondfournotes of Beethoven's5th Symphony,for example
phrasesof Mozart's
(Figure1), or betweenthe firstandsecondfour-measure
40th (Figure2). Suchsimilaritieswould seem to be among the most basic
and incontrovertiblefacts of musicalperception.
Requests for reprints may be sent to David Temperley, Department of Music, Columbia
University, 116th & Broadway,New York, NY 10027. (e-mail:dt3@cunixa.cc.columbia.edu)
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Fig. 1. Beethoven,Symphonyno. 5, 1,mm. 1-5.

Fig. 2. Mozart,Symphonyno. 40, 1, mm. 1-9.

The psychologicalrealityof parallelismhas beenexperimentallydemonstrated by Diana Deutsch (1982, pp. 304-311). Deutsch played subjects
12-note sequencesand askedthemto writethem down.1Somewere highly
structuredsequencessuch as Figure3a, with repeatingparallelfragments.
Otherswere unstructured,such as Figure3b. Not surprisingly,people recalled the structuredsequenceswith much more accuracy.This points up
an importantfact about parallelism:It is an aid to memory,allowingus to
encode what we hearin a parsimoniousand efficientway. The ubiquitous
parallelismsand sequentialpatternsin Christmascarols, popular songs,
and the like thereforeservean importantfunction:They allow these melodies to be easily learned.In anotherexperiment,Deutschplayed listeners
only the structuredsequences,but this time with pausesinserted,as shown
in Figures4a and 4b. When the pausesoccurredbetweenparallelgroups,
as in Figure4a, performanceon the recalltest was not affected.But when

Fig. 3. FromDeutsch(1982).

Fig. 4. FromDeutsch(1982).
1. The subjectshere were trainedmusicians;unfortunatelyI know of no comparable
experimentusinguntrainedlisteners.
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they overlapped groups, as in Figure 4b, performance deteriorated dramatically. This experiment shows the importance of rhythm in parallelism.
In identifying and encoding parallel fragments, we do not consider pitch
alone; if the rhythmic structure reinforces the parallelism, it will be much
more easily recognized.
Parallelism is not an easy word to define. In referring to patterns of
intervallic similarity, it is clearly related to motivic or thematic structure.
But not all motivic relationshipsare normally considered parallelisms;rather,
the term usually refers to relationships that are particularly obvious or audible. In part, my aim in this paper is to examine what it is that makes
certain motivic relationships so much more obvious and audible than others. In addressing problems of motivic structure, one is of course faced
with a huge and diverse body of work in music theory, ranging from the
Grundgestalt approach of Schoenbergand his followers (Rudolf Reti, David
Epstein, and Walter Frisch), to the Schenkerian conception of motive favored by theorists such as Carl Schachter and John Rothgeb, to the more
ad hoc approaches of Donald Francis Tovey and Charles Rosen. Semiotic
analysts such as Nicolas Ruwet and Jean-Jacques Nattiez have explored
motivic structure as well, treating it as an aspect of "paradigmatic relationships." Leonard Meyer considers motivic structure in terms of what he
calls "conformant relationships"; a conformant relationship, for Meyer, is
where "one... discrete musical event is related to another such event by similarity" (1973, p. 44). Finally, motivic structure is discussed in the generative theory of Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, who use the term parallelism but also referto "associationalstructure,"a network of motivic segments
related by similarity.2These authors differ widely in their approaches to
the issue, most basically in terms of purpose. Lerdahl and Jackendoff are
interested in motivic structure as it affects listeners' spontaneous hearings
of pieces. The purpose of Schoenberg, Reti, and others, on the other hand,
is surely more prescriptive; they are pointing out relationships that are not
spontaneously perceived, but that might enrich the musical experience once
the listener is aware of them. In this paper, I will be approaching the issue
from an entirely descriptive point of view: What kinds of structures do
listeners spontaneously hear, without a score and without analysis? How
might the motivic structure of a piece, as heard by a listener, be described?
2. For examples of work in the Schoenbergian tradition, see Schoenberg (1950) (especially the essay "Brahms the Progressive"), Reti (1951), Epstein (1980), and Frisch (1984);
for examples of Schenkerianwork on motive, see Rothgeb (1983) and Schachter (1983); for
a contrasting approach, see Tovey (1939) and Rosen (1971). For a discussion of relevant
work in semiotics (most of which is available only in French), see Monelle (1992), especially chapter 3 (on Ruwet) and chapter 4 (on Nattiez). Meyer's discussion of conformant
relationships is found in Explaining Music (1973), chapter 3. For Lerdahl and Jackendoff's
discussion of associational structure, see A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (1983), pp.
16-17 and 286-287.
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In this sense, my purposedovetailsmost closely with that of Lerdahland
Jackendoff.UltimatelyI hope to tie my conclusionsin with their theory
andto offersomeideasaboutthe natureof "associationalstructure,"which
they themselvesleave largelyunexplored.It should be kept in mind that I
am particularlyconcernedhere with low-level or local motivic relationships: those that occur within or between phrases,ratherthan between
largesectionsof a piece (I will elaborateon this distinctionlater).
The distinctionbetweenthe descriptiveand the prescriptiveapproaches
to analysis- between describingthe way people hear spontaneouslyand
exploring new ways of hearing- is an importantone here, because it is
clearthat the motivicrelationshipsdiscussedby analystsvaryenormously
in the ease with which they may be heard.It is surelyuncontroversial,for
example, that inversionsand retrogrades,often discussedin analysesof
serial music, are more difficultto hearthan simpletranspositionssuch as
the one cited in Mozart's40th. Thereare importantquestionshere about
the natureand extent of this difference,and the basis for it- whetherit is
due simplyto culturalconditioningor to innatecapacitiesof the ear and
mind.31will returnto these questionslater.We shouldalso note, however,
that even relationshipsof simpletranspositionvarygreatlyas to theiraudibility.The importanceof rhythmin this regardhasalreadybeenmentioned;
perhapseven more importantis the role of meter.When two phrasesare
juxtaposedthat are alike in rhythmand intervallicpatternand similarly
placedwith respectto the metricalstructure,as in the Mozart,their similarityseemsto leap out at us in an utterlyautomatic,immediateway. Butif
melodicsegmentsdifferwith respectto the metricalstructure,they become
much less readilyperceptible.ConsiderFigure5, the beginningof the first
movementof Haydn'sStringQuartetop. 76 no. 1. This passagecontains,
in a sense, an extremelystrong parallelism:the second three notes of the
cello melody are a simpletonal transpositionof the first three (one could
arguethat two othervariantsof the motivealso occurin the phrase;but let
us consider only the first two occurrences).However,this parallelismis
3. A number of experimental studies have explored listeners' ability to identify melodic
transformations of various kinds: repetitions, transpositions (exact and tonal), and contour-preserving variants, as well as inversions and retrogrades. To my knowledge, no study
has been done that specifically compares the perceptibility of transpositions with that of
inversions and retrogrades. For a summary of experimental work on the perception of melodic patterns in general, see Dowling and Harwood (1986), pp. 130-144. For a discussion
of experimental work on the perception of serial transformationsin particular,see Krumhansl,
Sandell, and Sergeant (1987), pp. 51-52.
The perceptibility of different kinds of pitch relationships has also been discussed, more
speculatively, by music theorists. See Meyer (1967), pp. 266-293, and Browne (1974), pp.
395-401, for arguments against the perceptibility of serial relationships. Schoenberg (1950,
pp. 107-114) seems to argue for the perceptibility of serial relationships on the basis of an
analogy with vision; more recent arguments in favor are difficult to find, but see Morris
(1987), pp. 233-237,299.
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Fig. 5. Haydn, String Quartet op. 76 no. 1, 1.

only weakly perceived, if at all; I feel that I was in no sense aware of it the
first few times I heard the piece. The reason for this, I submit, is that the
parallelism goes against the duple meter of the passage (established by the
first three chords, and also reinforced by the two-note grouping of the
articulations). Even when one knows it is there, it hardly seems to leap out
at one in the same way as, for example, the relationship between the two
dyads B-G and C-A in measure 3. The importance of meter in this example
becomes clear if we present the melody, with exactly the same pitches and
rhythms, as being in \ time instead. (This we can do by simply changing the
opening chords, and by changing the articulations to suggest a three-note
grouping, as shown in Figure 6; the melody is now heard, I suggest, with a
strong I meter). Now, reinforced by the meter, the parallelism leaps out at
us very strongly; it becomes a direct fact of musical perception that, I submit, even untrained listeners would notice without difficulty.
In other cases, a pattern of parallelism may be insistent enough to become perceptible even when it is going against the metrical structure. In
most of these cases, however, it seems to me that what is really happening
is that we are creating- perhaps only momentarily- a competing metrical
structure to accommodate the parallelism. The passage shown in Figure 7,
from the fourth movement of Beethoven's String Quartet op. 59 no. 3, is

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Beethoven, String Quartet op. 59 no. 3, IV.

illustrative. We do hear the three-eighth-note pattern in the first violin line
(in mm. 60-62); but in hearing this pattern, we create a secondary metrical
pattern to go with it, in which every third eighth-note beat is strong. This
recalls Lerdahl and Jackendoff's observation that parallelism is a factor in
the determination of meter; we will prefer a metrical structure in which
motivic parallelisms are reinforced (1983, pp. 74-75).
It is surely no secret that the perception of motivic relationships is affected by meter, and that segments that are parallel with respect to the
meter- we might call them "metrically parallel"- are more readily heard
as being related. It seems clear, for example, that there is an experiential
difference between the two versions of the Haydn (Figures 5 and 6), in
terms of the parallelism in the cello melody. It is not so easy, however, to
put this difference into words, in conventional terms of folk psychology. It
is clearly not a matter of our knowledge or beliefs about the relationship.
You knew the relationship was there even before you heard the passage
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shown in Figure6. One mightsay that the differencerelatesto what we are
able to detect throughlisteningalone. If (assumingyou did not know the
piece) I had simply played you the passageshown in Figure6 and asked
you if there was a close relationshipbetween the first three notes of the
melody and the second three, you could undoubtedlyhave told me quite
easilythat therewas. If I had playedyou the passageshown in Figure5 and
asked you this, it would have been more difficult.But it seems to me that
this is not reallythe point. A well-trainedmusician,could, with littleeffort,
detectthe relationshipin Figure5 simplyby listening,if only by identifying
the intervalsone at a time and comparingthem. This bringsus, of course,
to the questionof what kind of relationshipscan or cannot be heardand
what it means to "hear"a relationship.If hearinga relationshipmeans
being able to detect its presencethroughlisteningalone, then it seems to
me that anythingcan be heard, even very complex relationshipssuch as
those used in serialmusic.Consider,for example,the clarinetmelodyfrom
the theme of Webern'sSymphonyop. 21, shown in Figure8 (admittedlya
relativelysimpleexample).It would not be easy to verifythroughlistening
that the second nine notes were a transposedretrogradeof the first; but
with enough time and effort, it certainlycould be done. By this definition
of "hearing,"I would argue,we can essentiallyhear any relationshipthat
we can conceive of.4 In seekingto describethe experientialdifferencebetween the two versionsof the Haydnmelody,then, the distinctionbetween
relationshipsthat are detectablethroughlisteningand those that are not is
not a particularlyusefulone. Alternatively,we could simplysay that there
are differentways of acquiringknowledge:One may come to know something in a perceptualway or in a more indirect,inferentialway. It is clear
that a distinctionof this kindcan be madein manysituations.Seeingsomeone walk in with a wet umbrellais differentfrom actuallylooking out the
window and seeing it is raining.It seems odd to make such a distinction
here,however.In both Figure5 and Figure6, we are detectingthe relation-

Fig. 8. Webern, Symphony op. 21.
4. This is not strictly true. We cannot for example, hear patterns among pitches that are
too high in frequency for us to hear at all. More precisely, then, we could say this: if we are
able to identify a set of musical units, we can detect any pattern that we can conceive of that
is defined in terms of those units.
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ship (if we do detect it) through what would seem is an entirely direct
manner:by listeningto the music.On the face of it, thereis nothingindirect or inferentialabout detectingthe relationshipin Figure5. Why is it,
then, that the two examplesare experientiallyso different?
In short,the experientialdifferencebetweenFigure5 and Figure6, with
regardto the first six notes of the melody,is difficultto describe.It is not a
matterof our beliefs:we know the relationshipis therein both cases. It is
not a matter of what we can detect through listening:we can detect it
throughlisteningin eithercase. Describingone case as direct,and the other
as inferential,seems unsatisfactory.I wish to proposean alternativesolution to this problem.In so doing, I believeit is usefulto draw on an idea
from recentphilosophyand psychology,the idea of modularity.
Modularity
In The Modularityof Mind (1983), JerryFodoroffers a highlyinfluential view of the natureof perception.Perceptionsareour directexperiences
that things look, sound, or feel a certainway; beyond this, what perceptions are is exactly what is at issue. Fodor believesthat perceptionrepresentsnot a finalpictureof our knowledgeabouta situation,but only a first
stage. Perceptualrepresentationsare simplyhypothesesabout the outside
world, which are formed on the basis of limited informationand which
may be sharplyat odds with what we actuallybelieve.This is in contrastto
the "plasticity"view of perception,which holds that perceptionmay be
influencedwithout limit by our higherknowledge.5Althoughthereis perhapsroom for manypositionsbetweenthesetwo extremes,my own feeling
is that Fodor'sview contains a great deal of truth and is particularlyenlighteningwhen appliedto musicalperception.In this paper,I will suggest
that the modularitytheory not only providesa useful theoreticalframework for discussingmotivicperceptionin music,but also findsin it a striking and valuable confirmation.First, it is necessaryto examine Fodor's
view in a little more detail.
Fodor's aim in The Modularityof Mind is to explain what it is that
distinguishesperceptualprocesses- which for him includenot only vision,
hearing,and the other senses,but low-levellanguageperceptionas wellfrom so-called "centralprocesses,"such as reasoningand problem-solv5. For a presentation of the "plasticity" view, see Paul Churchland, Scientific Realism
and the Plasticity of Mind (1979). Since then, the two authors have debated the issues
further: see Churchland's article "Perceptual Plasticity and Theoretical Neutrality: A Reply
to Jerry Fodor," in the collection A Neurocomputational Perspective (1989), and Fodor's
articles "Observation Reconsidered" and "A Reply to Churchland" in the collection A
Theory of Content and Other Essays (1990).
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ing. Accordingto Fodor,perceptualprocessesare performedby a set of
special-purposesystemscalled "modules";the role of these modulesis to
form perceptualrepresentations,which are then evaluatedby the central
system. Fodor'stheory can well be viewed as a set of claims about how
these representationsare formedand what they are like. Perceptualrepresentations,Fodorargues,are formedin a fast, mandatorymanner;we cannot choose to see a visual scene as anythingbut a set of objects, and we
cannotchoose to hearan Englishsentenceas merelya seriesof nonlinguistic sounds. In termsof speed, it takes us well undera second to analyzea
visual scene or identify an English word. Furthermore,modules are
informationallyencapsulated.This means that the informationon which
arebasedis extremelylimitedand is only a small
perceptualrepresentations
we
of
the
knowledge actuallypossess.The evidencefor this is seen in
part
optical illusionssuch as the Muller-Lyerillusion shown in Figure9. Here
the two lines appearto be differentlengths,but in fact they are the same
length.For Fodor,the interestingfact is that even when we know they are
the same length,they continueto look as if they are differentlengths.This,
then, is an argumentfor the existenceof perceptualrepresentationsthat
are both distinctfromour beliefsand to a largeextent unaffectedby them.
- speed,mandatoriness,
Fodor'sargument,then,is thatthesecharacteristics
encapsulation,and several others that I will not discuss here- apply to
perceptualprocessesbut not to central processes.Examplesof a central
processwould be solvinga detectivestory,playingchess, or doing a complex math problem.These are slow processes,and they are optional;we
can decide whether or not to do them. More importantly, they are
unencapsulated.This meansthat, in reachingour conclusion,we take into
account all the informationthat is availableto us. Suppose,for example,
you are tryingto decidewhethersomethingsomebodyhas told you is true
or not. Your decision will be based partlyon your estimateof the likelihood of the eventthey are describing;but it will also take into accountthe
characterof the personwho told you, theirmannerof speakingat the time,
their possible motives for lying to you, and so on. This is, then, a
quintessential^unencapsulatedprocess, in that there is no limit on the

Fig. 9. The Muller-Lyer illusion.
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kind of informationthat might be broughtto bear on it. Modular processes, Fodorclaims, are encapsulated;centralprocessesare not.
Two points deserveemphasishere. First of all, perceptualrepresentations have semanticcontent:they are about thingsin the world. We might
well think of them as "perceptualhypotheses"- to use Mark DeBellis's
usefulterm (1993, p. 62)- which are sent to the centralsystemfor evaluation.6 But this bringsup a second importantpoint: perceptualhypotheses
are not in themselvesbeliefs.If havinga perceptualhypothesisP (whereP
is some kindof proposition)correspondsto a beliefat all, it is morelike the
beliefthat "myeyes (or ears)are tellingme that P."Now, most of the time,
we trustour perceptualhypothesesand baseour beliefson them;but when
we receivea hypothesisthat we know to be false, we are perfectlycapable
of overrulingit. These two points are nicelyillustratedby the Muller-Lyer
illusion. Here,we are veryconsciousthat the perceptionwe are experiencing is about something;our eyes are telling us quite clearly that the two
lines are differentlengths. Yet this hypothesisis clearly in conflict with
what we believe.As anotherexample,considerthe Neckercube, shown in
Figure10. It is possibleto see this figurein two distinctways, eitherwith
cornerA in frontof cornerB, or vice versa;one can makeone'sperceptions
of it "flip-flop"back and forth betweenthe two. But as one's perceptions
of it change, one's beliefs about the patternsurely are not changing;one
continuesto know that it is a singlepatternthat can be seen in two different ways. What is changing,accordingto the modularityview, is our perceptualhypotheses.One of the greatattractionsof the modularitytheory,

Fig. 10. The Necker cube.
6. The term "hypothesis" is perhaps not ideal here. Having a perceptual hypothesis is
clearly different from entertaininga hypothesis about something hypothetical. We can imagine
all kinds of hypothetical propositions that conflict with our beliefs: for example, that dogs
were green or that the world was flat. But clearly, this is qualitatively different from experiencing an incorrect perceptual hypothesis: for example, the hypothesis in the Muller-Lyer
illusion that the two lines differ in length.
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in my view, is its ability to account for mysteriousphenomenasuch as
these.
If we accept that there are some perceptualhypothesesthat are fast,
mandatory,andencapsulated,this raisesthe question,Whatkindsof things
can perceptualhypothesesbe about?In Fodor'swords,the outputsof modules are "shallow."This entails, first of all, that modularjudgmentsare
concernedonly with things in the immediatevisual or auditoryscene:the
phonologicaland syntacticstructureof a linguisticutteranceor the spatial
arrangementand natureof objectsin our visualfield. Beyondthis, it must
be admittedthat Fodor is ratherunclear,and indeed ratherinconsistent,
about what kinds of judgmentsmodules perform.In The Modularityof
Mind, he proposesthat vision modulesmightperformcertainkinds of basic objectidentification- for example,identifyingthingsas dogs or chairs,
but not as silver-hairedpoodles or wing-backarmchairs;elsewhere,however,he seems to suggestthat even basic kinds of object identificationare
central processesratherthan modularprocesses.7A furtherpoint seems
clear, however:because modules are informationallyencapsulated,there
must be limits on the kinds of informationthat can be broughtto bearon
modularjudgments,even regardingthe immediateenvironment.For example, we might supposethat our vision modulewas capableof identifying dogs; but only if we can claim that such judgmentsare based only on
certaininformation(presumablyinformationsuch as the spatial shape or
movement of the object) and are not influencedwithout limit by other
informationwe mightpossessor obtain:for example,beingtold that something was a dog, or inferringthat it was a dog becausewe know dogs are
commonin the neighborhood.Thismayseemto renderFodor'sthesissomewhat implausible(at least as it pertainsto dog identification);but it seems
to me necessaryin orderto preserveencapsulation.If any informationwe
possessedcould influencethe module'sdecisionof whethersomethingwas
a dog, then encapsulationwould have no meaning.8
7. The view that object identification is modular is presented in The Modularity of Mind,
pp# 94-97; for the view that it is a central process, which merely takes the module's output
as a starting point, see "A Reply to Churchland," p. 259.
8. A good deal of recent experimental work on modularity has rocused on this issue,
particularly with regard to language. Fodor has hypothesized that, in language perception,
words are identified, and a syntactic structure is generated, in a modular way, without
influence from higher knowledge; this modular representation is then passed on to the central system for higher level processing and evaluation of meaning. But if the lower levels of
language perception are indeed modular, it should be the case that higher knowledge about
the context and situation (i.e., our expectations about what the speaker is likely to say) has
no effect on these lower levels. For example, knowing what the speaker is likely to say
should not affect the speed of syntactic processing or the choice (at least, the initial choice)
of syntactic structures from among the possible alternatives. A number of experimental
studies have been done on exactly this question; so far, the evidence is mixed. A recent
anthology, Modularity in Knowledge Representation and Natural-Language Understanding (Garfield, 1987), contains several studies dealing with this issue.
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Fig. 11.

It is equally importantto stress, however- and this is somethingthat
Fodor does not discuss- that even some judgmentsthat are clearlyabout
the scene beforeus, and that relyon verylimitedinformation,appearto be
nonmodular.ConsiderFigure11. Supposeyou were asked whetherthese
two pairs of columns, when read as two two-digit numbers,added up to
100. This is a judgmentthat is clearlyabout the immediatescene; moreover, it is one that does not dependon outside informationin any obvious
way (the answer is going to be the same regardlessof external circumstances);in this sense it could, on principle,be made within the module.
Butwould this judgmentbe modular?It would not be fast;it would not be
mandatory.More importantly,it would not be accompaniedby any experiencesuch that we would say "thesepairsof columnslook like they spell
two-digit numbersthat sum to 100" (as opposed to, for example, seeing
two parallellines that look like they are the samelength).This experiential
aspect is important,and I will returnto it later.In any case, the point for
the moment is that even some judgmentsthat are quite clearlyabout the
scene before us, and highly limitedin the informationthey draw on, may
still be nonmodular.
It is importantto stressthat Fodorreadilyconcedesthat the capacitiesof
one'smodulesmaychangeovertime.He maintains,for example,thatlower
level languageprocessing(suchas the identificationof words)is a modular
process,and this is obviouslysomethingthat is learned.Anotherexample
is the inverted-lensexperiment.Whenpeoplearefittedwith specialgoggles
that makeeverythinglook upside-down,aftera few weeks they adjustand
beginto see everythingright-side-upagain.The importantpoint for Fodor,
though, is that moduleslearnon their own, not by influencefrom central
processes.Afterall, with the inverted-lensexperiment,peopleknow immediately that everythingis upside-down,but it still takes their perceptions
severalweeks to adjustto the fact. Thus Fodormightreadilyconcedethat,
if we practicedenough, we could come to identifypatternsas havingcolumns of dots that spell two-digit numberssummingto 100, or as having
any otherproperty,in a modularfashion;the importantpoint is that we do
not perceivethem that way now.
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In a sense, of course, it is nothingnew to claim that perceptionsrepresent only part of our knowledgeabout a situation.For there is no doubt
that our perceptualexperiencesof things- our experiencesthat thingslook
or sounda certainway- areunaffectedby all kindsof changesin our knowledge about them:a dog looks exactlythe sameregardlessof what its name
is, for example. But one could concede that perceptionsrepresentcertain
kinds of informationand not others without acceptingthat perceptions
The trulyconvincingevidencefor Fodor's
were in anyway "encapsulated."
the
I
like
is
claim, think, things
Muller-Lyerillusion. The informationinvolved here- the relativelengthof parallellines- is clearlya sort of information that perceptualrepresentationsdo contain. We can feel our eyes
telling us that the lines are differentlengths:yet we know they are the
same. How can one explain this phenomenonwithout allowing that perception is (at least sometimes)encapsulatedfrom belief?It is admittedly
odd, however,that so few clear examplesof encapsulationcan be found.
One might accept things like the Muller-Lyerillusion as pointing toward
encapsulation.Butif suchartificialexampleswerethe only casesthat could
be found,the remarkablethingwould surelybe how rarelyour perceptions
misleadus- or even fail to tell us what we want to know. Indeed,Fodor's
mainaim in Modularityof Mindis to suggestthat somethinglike encapsulation mightexist and to shed doubt on some evidencethat was beingput
forth as provingplasticity(pp. 73-86). As he admits,the positiveevidence
he presentsfor encapsulationis rathermeager.
Modularity and Motivic Perception
The possibilitythat musicalperceptionmight be modularhas been explored by severaltheorists.In his book Consciousnessand the Computational Mind (1987), RayJackendoffincorporateshis and LerdahPstheory
of musicalperceptioninto a broadtheoryof perceptionand cognitionthat
drawsheavilyon Fodor'sideas.9EugeneNarmour(1990) also invokesthe
idea of modularityin his theory of melodic perception.Other theorists,
notablyIsabellePeretzandJose Morais (1989), Naomi Cumming(1993),
and Mark DeBellis(1993), have exploredthe implicationsof modularity
for musicalperceptionin a generalway. To my knowledge,however,the
possibilitythat motivicstructuremight be perceivedin a modularfashion
has not been addressed.Let us examinethis possibility.
The modularitytheory has some immediateattractionsas an explanation of motivic perception.Motivic perceptionsare shallow, in that they
areaboutthe auditoryscenebeforeus. Somemotivicperceptionsaresurely
fast and mandatory.Hearingthe relationshipin the Mozart is instanta9. See also Jackendoff 's article "Musical Processing and Musical Affect" (1991).
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neousand automatic;we hearit whetherwe wantto or not.10Othermotivic
relationships,however,are not perceivedin a fast mandatorymanner,such
as the retrogradein the Webern.Suchrelationshipscan be detectedthrough
listening,but it takes time and deliberateeffort. Or considerthe two settings of the Haydn melody.In Figure5, the relationshipmay be detected,
but only with effort; in Figure6, when reinforcedby the meter,it is detectedautomatically.Purelyfroma computationalpoint of view,then, this
raises the possibilitythat some relationshipsare perceivedin a modular
way but othersonly in a "central"way.
However,thereis a phenomenologicalside to this as well. Considerthe
Mozart symphonymelody.It seems to me that in this melody,there is a
strongsense that our experienceof the passagehas propositionalcontent:
that is, we have a senseof hearingthatthe two segmentsare related,justas
thereis a senseof, for example,seeingthattwo linesarethe samelength.(It
seems to me that when people speak of "hearinga relationship"this is
usuallythe sensethey intend.HenceforthI will assumethis usage:to heara
relationshipmeansto hearthat it is there.11)In the Webern,however,there
is no suchsensationof hearingthe retrogradein this sense,evenif we know
it is there.The case is perhapsclearerin the two Haydnexamples.In Figure
6, our experienceseemsto containthe information,"therearetwo parallel
fragmentsthere."Figure5, however,is qualitativelydifferent:there is no
sense of hearingthat the relationshipis there, even when we are actually
detectingit. This suggeststhat hearinga motivicrelationshipis not simply
the sameas detectingit; the lattercan occurwithoutthe former.Now, there
is a possible objectionto this argument.One might say, in the case of the
Haydn, "but in hearingFigure5 and detectingthe relationship,we are in
fact hearingthat it is therejust like we are with Figure6. This is what it is
10. Even in pieces where there is otherwise very little sense of meter or motivic structure- and where listeners are thus not expecting to hear structures of this kind- any passage that does suggest a metricallyparallel motivic pattern will tend to stick out very strongly,
as composers of such music are well aware. The fact that such patterns are heard in the
absence of any expectation of them (let alone any conscious strategy of trying to hear them)
is further evidence for the "mandatoriness" of motivic perception.
11. Of course, "hear something" has a more general meaning as well; "to hear X" can
mean something like "to aurally receive an acoustic signal that contains X," even if that
information is not in any way extracted. In this more general sense, we are clearly "hearing" the retrograde in the Webern simply because we are receiving the signal that contains
it. That is, of course, not the sense of "hear" that I intend here. A further point: "to hear
that" has another meaning as well, meaning to "come to know through auditory perception, directly or indirectly". In this sense, we might "hear that" Joe had arrived by being
told about it, hearing shouts of joy, etc. This is again not the sense of "hear that" that I
intend; the sense I intend entails "to come to know something aurally," but with the added
clause that the information is somehow part of the experience, rather than something inferred from the experience.
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like to hear that a nonmetricallyparalleltranspositionis there; hearing
nonparalleltranspositionsjust feels differentfrom hearingparallelones."
To detect a relationshipis to hearthat it is there,one mightsay, no matter
what kind of relationshipit is; it's just that differentkinds of relationships
sound different.But if this is true- if our hearingof Figure5 containsthe
informationthat the relationshipis there- then our experienceof the passage shoulddifferdependingon whetherwe detectthe relationshipor not.
It seemsto me that it does not; detectingthe relationshiphas no effect on
the sound of the passage.Similarly,our experienceof the Webernpassage
is unaffectedby our detectionof the retrograde:It sounds the same in either case.
Phenomenologysuggests,then, that there is a process relating to the
identificationof motivic relationshipsthat is distinctfrom the simple detection of those relationships.In some cases, we have a strong sense of
hearingthat a certainrelationshipis there(Figure6); in othercases (Figure
5), there is no such sense, althoughwe may be detectingthe relationship
(andalthoughthe relationshipsare quitesimilarin the two cases).Another
way of looking at this is that it representsa disparitybetweenperception
and belief. In some cases when we detect relationships,we seem to hear
them as well; in other cases we do not. Again, there is nothing strange
about the fact that certainkinds of informationare representedin perception and others are not; but the fact that certainmotivicrelationshipsare
representedperceptually,and other (ostensiblyquite similar)ones are not,
seemsrathermysterious.
Bya modularityview,however,thesephenomenaareaccountedfor quite
nicely.Let us supposethat our hearingof motivicrelationshipsrepresents
the output of some kind of motivic module that is able to detect certain
kindsof relationshipsbut not others;othersmay be detected,but only in a
nonmodular,"central"manner.By this view,the reasonour hearingof the
Haydn differsbetweenFigure5 and Figure6, even if we are detectingthe
relationshipin both cases, is that in one case the patternis being detected
by the module,while in the othercase it is not. The reasonFigure6 sounds
the same whetheror not we detect the relationshipis that when the relationshipis detected,it is beingdone in a central,nonmodularmanner,and
this has no effecton the module.This view suggeststhat thereis an important distinctionto be drawnbetweenthose relationshipsthat are perceived
in a modularway- we mightcall such relationships"phenomenologically
direct"- and those that are not. It is interestingto note also that the relationshipsthat are phenomenologicallydirect- namely,metricallyparallel
transpositions- are exactly those that are perceivedin a fast, mandatory
way. The fact- if it is indeedgenerallytrue- that those relationshipsper-
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ceived in a fast and mandatoryway are experientiallydistinctfrom others
as well would seemto yield an importantconfirmationof Fodor'stheory.12
I have argued that in both the Haydn Figure5 and the Webern,the
relationshipsin questionare detectableonly in a nonmodularway; detection is slow and deliberate,and in neithercase is the relationshipreally
heardeven when it is beingdetected.However,thereis also a subtledifference betweenthe Haydn and the Webern.In the case of the Webern,I do
not want to say that my earsare tellingme that thereis no retrogradehere.
Rather,my ears are expressingno opinion on the subject;they have no
concept of retrogrades.In the case of the Haydnmelodyin Figure5, however,I feel my earsare tellingme quitepositivelythat thereis no transpositional relationshipbetweenthe firstthreenotes and the secondthree.This
is, I submit, a form of illusion:a direct conflict between perceptionand
belief.13Furtherevidenceof this is the fact that it is rathersurprisingto
learn of a relationshipsuch as that in the Haydn (particularlygiven its
recurrenceslater in the phrase);and why would we be surprisedto learn
about it unlesswe had beenperceivingthat no suchrelationshipwas there?
If I am correct,then the Webernexampleis like the dots in Figure11; our
music motivic simply has no concept of retrogrades,any more than our
vision modules have a concept of dots spellingnumbersthat sum to one
hundred.Figure5, on the otherhand, is morelike the Muller-Lyerillusion:
it is a case of actual conflict betweenperceptionand belief. But whether
Figure5 is an actualcase of illusionis, in a way, secondary;the mainpoint
about this example is that, as in the Webern,the motivic relationshipat
issue is not being recognizedin a modularway.
I have suggestedthat these cases are not unlikecertainphenomenain
visual perception;but thereis an importantpracticaldifference.In vision,
our powers of modularpatternrecognitionseem so greatthat they tell us
12. It is important to note that saying that some relationships are detected quickly and
automatically, while others are not, is quite different from saying that there is an experiential difference between the two kinds. (However it feels to detect a relationship in a
nonmodular way- as in Figure 5- one could imagine this experience happening in a fast,
mandatory way). The fact that motivic relationships that are detected in a fast, mandatory
way are also experientially different from those that are not is an empirical observation, one
that seems to accord nicely with Fodor's theory.
13. Whether this is a real case of conflict between perception and belief depends on the
kind of perceptual hypothesis we experience when we hear Figure 5, knowing that the
parallelism is there. If the perceptual hypothesis is "There is no transpositional relationship
between the first and second three notes at all," then the hypothesis is false, we know it is
false, and encapsulation is beyond dispute. However, one might say that actually, the perceptual hypothesis we experience is "There is no metrically parallel transpositional relationship between the first and second three notes"; in this case, the hypothesis is true. By
this view, of course, there should be no surprise upon discovering a relationship such as that
in Figure 5; there is nothing to be surprised about. Which of these two views is correct is, I
think, a difficult question. But the main point is that the perceptual hypothesis is not telling
us that the two segments are related; this, I feel, is fairly clear.
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practicallyeverythingwe want to know;the demonstrationsof modularity
discussedin the case of vision thereforeseemratherartificial.The fact that
we fail to perceivethe relationshipbetweenthe groupsof dots in Figure11,
or that our perceptionsmisinformus about the Muller-Lyerillusion,seems
of little practicalconsequence.In music, however,I shall argue that the
distinctionbetweenmodularand nonmodularmotivicrelationshipsforms
an importantdividingline among the kinds of relationshipsthat are discussedin theoryand analysis.It may be that manypeoplehave an intuitive
sense of this division; but again, it is difficult to reconcile with our
commonsensenotionsof knowledgeand belief.The modularitytheorymay
thereforehave an importantrole to play in explainingthis phenomenon.
Modular Motivic Perception: A Proposal
If we acceptthat some motivicrelationshipsare perceivedin a modular
way and othersare not, the questionbecomes:What kindsof motivicrelationshipsdoes the modulerecognize?I suggestedthat it was mucheasierto
hear motivic relationshipsthat were metricallyparallel,that is, similarly
placedwith respectto the meter.Whennonmetricallyparallelrelationships
are heard, it is often the case that a competingmetricalpatternis being
createdto makethem parallel.I would now like to suggesttentativelythat
it is only metricallyparallelsegmentsthat are perceivedby the module.Let
us definethis a little morerestrictivelyto say that two segmentsare metrically parallelonly if they are similarlyplacedwith respectto adjacentbeats
at some metricallevel.14Thus each segmentmay be metricallyparallelto
severalother segments,at differentmetricallevels.Two segmentswill then
be recognizedby the module as being motivicallyparallelif (a) they are
metricallyparalleland (b) they are identicalin rhythmand relatedby tonal
ConsiderFigure12, the melody from
transposition(or exact repetition).15
the second movementof Haydn's"Emperor"Quartet.Pairsof segments
that would be recognizedas parallelby the moduleare markedabove the
staff (not all pairsare shown);some pairsthat would not be recognizedas
parallelare markedbelow. SegmentsA and B, for example,are metrically
parallel, becausetheir beginningsare a half-note apart, and they are relatedby transposition.Thustheyarerecognizedby the moduleas motivically
parallel.SegmentsB and C are also motivicallyparallel,at the whole-note
level. The second four-measurephraseof the melody- an exact repeatof
14. Another way of saying this is that two segments are metrically parallel if their beginnings are separated by a unit of the meter, where a unit of the meter is the distance between
adjacent beats at some metrical level.
15. Actually, we could consider exact repetition to be a case of transposition: in settheoretical terms, it is transposition where T=0.
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Fig. 12. Haydn, String Quartet op. 76 no. 3 (the "Emperor"), II.

the first- is parallel to the first phrase at the four-measurelevel of the meter.
Notice, however, the segments that are related by transposition, but are not
parallel, such as segment A and segment E, or segment B and segment D.
These segments are not only related by transposition, but are at the same
pitch level as well (that is, transposition is To). Yet they are not metrically
parallel and thus are not recognized in a modular fashion. I feel that this is
phenomenologically exactly right. The metrically parallel segments are exactly those that leap out at us as being parallel; they are the ones that sound
parallel. Consider another example, the aria "Se vuol ballare" by Mozart,
shown in Figure 13. There are again a number of short parallel fragments
here, such as segments A and B. In terms of rhythm and intervallic pattern,
segments C and D are parallel, as are segments E and R But these are not
metrically parallel and are thus not perceived in a modular fashion. Here,
too, it seems to me that it is precisely those fragments that are metrically
parallel that sound similar. Again, the point is not just that some fragments
are identified more quickly and automatically than others, but that even
when one does detect nonmodular relationships, they seem qualitatively
different from those identified in a modular way.
Several points should be made about this system. It may be noticed that
the parallel segments shown in Figures 12 and 13 constitute, in effect, a
parsimonious representation of the corresponding melodies. When a parallelism is found, only the pitch information of the left side of the relation-
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Fig. 13. Mozart, "Se vuol ballare," from Le nozze de Figaro.

ship need be stored; the right side is simply represented as being a transposed repetition of the left side. It is surely plausible, for example, that a
parallelism such as that between the second four measures and the first
four measures of the Mozart would make the melody easier to remember.
Although these representations are in a sense parsimonious, they are also
very redundant, in the sense that a single event may be encoded several
times, as part of different segments at different levels or overlapping segments at the same level. For example, in the third full measure of the Haydn,
the first note C is part of segment D, parallel with segment C; but it is also
part of segment F, parallel with segment G.16 But redundancy does not
argue against this system as a model of perception: We know that redundancy operates in many kinds of perceptual and information-processing
systems, such as language perception.17Another possible criticism of the
16. Notice that I do not allow the left side of a pair to overlap with the right side. There
is also great redundancy between segments at different levels. For example, in the Haydn,
segment I is parallel to segment H at the half-note level, but is also part of a larger fourmeasure parallelism with the first phrase.
17. As Michael Garman points out, the evidence of redundancy in language perception
is all around us: consider that we are able to converse in all kinds of less-than-ideal situations, with background noise, competing conversations, and so on, without making special
adjustments either as speakers or listeners. This suggests that in normal conditions we are
getting much more information than we actually need. This has also been experimentally
verified, for example, in experiments in which phonological segments are systematically
deleted from recordings of speech without affecting comprehension (Garman, 1990, pp.
185-191).
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systemis that thereare otherkindsof motivicrelationshipsthat are recognizedby the moduleand shouldbe incorporatedinto the theory.I am thinking particularlyof pairsof segmentsthat are alike in contourbut not exact
intervallicpattern,suchas segmentsG and H in the Mozart.It seemsto me
that such relationshipsare recognizedin a spontaneous,immediateway
and are experientiallysimilarto exact transpositions;perhaps,then, they
should be consideredmodularas well. Of course, allowing such relationships would substantiallyincreasethe numberof relationshipsposited by
the theory.But becauseonly metricallyparallelsegmentswould be recognized, the numberof relationshipsfound would still be confinedto a tiny
fractionof those that mightbe posited in analysis.18
If we acceptthat only motivicrelationshipsbetweenmetricallyparallel
segmentsare recognizedin a modularway, this impliesan extremelyclose
The metriconnectionbetweenmetricalstructureand motivicstructure.19
cal structure,in effect, selectscertainsegmentsas beingmetricallyparallel
to one another;from among those, the motivic structurefinds pairs of
segmentsthat are motivicallyparallelas well. So far,we have assumedthat
the metricalstructurefor a piece is alreadyestablishedwhen the motivic
searchbegins.In fact, this is not the case at all. As LerdahlandJackendoff
point out, parallelismis itself one of the majorfactorsthat determinemetrical structure.This can be seen in Mozart's40th, for example;surelythe
parallelismsin this melody are, in part, what clue us in to the metrical
structure.Recallalso the pointthatwas madeearlier.Sometimes,evenwhen
18. Recent work in contour theory may be of relevance here; for a survey of this work,
see Morris (1993).
Several other possible criticisms of the theory should be mentioned. One concerns tonality. Lerdahl and Jackendoff, in their brief remarks on associational structure, suggest that
the associations we hear are affected by reductional structure: that is, by factors of pitch
stability, prolongation, and the like (1983, pp. 286-287). It seems to me that this is not
really true. Consider the passage shown in Figure 14. Here there is a clear structural difference between the first four notes of the melody and the second four. In the first group, the
Cs are harmonically much more stable than the Bs, because they are consonant with the
bass; in the second pair, however, the Gs are much more stable than the As. Surely GTTM
would assign different reductional structures to these groups. Yet to me there is a very
strong associational link between the two segments. I suggest, then, that motivic structure is
essentially independent of reductional structure.
Motivic structure is clearly not unaffected by tonality, however; the present theory assumes that only tonal transpositions, rather than exact transpositions, are recognized by the
module. How the module would deal with chromatic alterations, or with melodies that are
not presented in a tonal framework, is an important question that remains to be resolved.
Finally, it may be noted that the current system regards all motivic relationships as pairs
of segments. This may seem odd; in the Haydn, for example, rather than hearing several
different pairs of descending two-note segments, it might be argued that we hear a single
two-note motive repeated several times. This aspect of the theory is admittedly rather
counterintuitive.
19. From now on, I will use "motivic structure" to refer only to the structure that I claim
is formed in a modular way. It is important to remember,however, that other motivic relationships may be recognized in a nonmodular way.
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Fig. 14.

a metricalstructurehas beenfirmlyestablished,a motivicpatternis strong
enough to be perceivedeven when it conflictswith the metricalstructure;
but in suchcases, one feelsthat a competingmetricalstructureis also being
heard.I proposethe followingexplanationfor this. The only motivicrelationshipsthat are heardare those that are parallelin the currentmetrical
structure.Most of the time, only one metricalstructureis beingconsidered.
However,we are also continuouslyreevaluatingour choice and weakly
consideringother metricalstructures.One of the factorswe consideris the
strengthof the resultingmotivic structure.(Thereare also other factors
affectingmetricalstructure,unrelatedto motivic structure;these are precisely the other metrical preference rules proposed by Lerdahl and
Jackendoff.)If we find a .metricalstructurewith a strongmotivicstructure,
that is, one with many parallelisms,that metricalstructurewill be preferred(particularlyif the motivicstructurefor the currentmeteris weak, as
in the case of the Beethovenpassagein Figure7). It is possible,then, that
during points of rhythmicinstability,several metricalstructuresmay be
presentand severalcompetingmotivic structuresmay be heard;although
most of the time, it seems to me, a single metricalstructureand motivic
structureis stronglypreferredover all others. In any case, the claim still
stands that whereverone hearsa motivic relationship,one should hear a
metricalstructurethat goes along with it. Thus we may continue to posit
an extremelyintimatelink between metricalstructureand motivic structure. Butthe relationshipbetweenthem is two-way.The metricalstructure
determinesthe motivic associationswe hear,but the strengthof associations that are formedin turnaffectsthe strengthof the correspondingmetrical structure.
Further Implications
In a sense,then, the generationof the metricalstructureand the motivic
structurefor a piece may be seen as a single complex process. If motivic
structureis formedin modularfashion,it seemsclearthat the formationof
metricalstructuremust also be a modularprocess ratherthan a central
one, becausethe essence of modularityis that central processesmay not
affectmodularones. Indeed,particularlyin view of the interactionbetween
them, it seems reasonableto regardthe motivicand metricalstructuresas
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both being formedwithin a singlemodule.On the whole, this seemsplausible:metricalstructures,like motivicstructure,are formedin a fast, mandatoryway.Weshouldnote also that accordingto LerdahlandJackendoff's
theory, there are strong rules governingthe kinds of metricalstructures
that are well-formed.Well-formedmetricalstructuresmust have evenly
spacedbeats at multiplelevels,with a strongbeat at any level also beinga
beat at everylowerlevel.Thusthe structuresin Figure15a arewell-formed;
These constraintsadd some empirical
those in Figure15b are ill-formed.20
substanceto the claimthat only well-formedmetricalstructuresareformed
in a fast, mandatoryway. Notice also that this furtherconstrainsthe possible motivic structures:One could imagine motivic structuresthat were
parallel accordingto the meter in Figure 15b, but because this metrical
structurecannot arise,the associatedmotivicstructurecannot ariseeither.

Fig. 15. (a) Well-formed metrical structures, (b) Ill-formed metrical structures.
20. See Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983), pp. 68-74.
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Thus the possible motivic and metrical structures that may be formed in a
fast, mandatory way are quite tightly constrained.
We should note, however, that to argue that motivic-metrical structure is
mandatory is somewhat problematic. It does seem clear that there is a mandatory link between motivic structure and metrical structure: we cannot
hear a motivic structure in the manner just described (fast, phenomenologically direct) without also hearing the associated metrical structure. Yet
it is also clear that the metrical structure we impose on a piece- and, by
extension, the motivic structure- is to some extent a matter of choice. If
one tries hard enough, one could, for example, hear the Mozart aria in \ or
the Haydn "Emperor" melody in \. And, by choosing these metrical structures, one could indirectly choose the motivic relationships one hears. How
can this be reconciled with the presumed mandatoriness of metrical and
motivic structure? The mandatoriness issue is a difficult one, which I have
to some extent evaded up to now. I have claimed that certain relationships
are heard without effort, whereas others (e.g., retrogrades) can only be
heard with effort. But in fact, to say that something is heard without effort
is not the same as saying it is mandatory: if it may be overruled with effort,
then it is not mandatory. (On the other hand, any kind of process that
occurs only with effort is clearly not mandatory: effortlessness is necessary,
but not sufficient, for mandatoriness.)
It is interesting to note that Fodor has discussed an analogous problem
in the debate over modularity.21Fodor claims that the operation of the
vision module is mandatory; we have no choice as to how it analyzes a
visual scene. But, as the philosopher Paul Churchland points out, in the
Necker cube, it is possible for us to flip back and forth between the two
interpretations at will; how can this be reconciled with mandatoriness?
Fodor's response is as follows. In perceiving the Necker cube, he suggests,
we do not choose to see the pattern with corner A in front, the way we
choose to do an arithmetic problem. Rather, we alter our fixation point;
this in turn makes our vision module see the pattern with corner A in front.
To say that seeing the pattern in a certain way is a controlled by choice is
like saying that our heartbeat is controlled by choice, because we can choose
when to take a nap. We can affect the behavior of our modules, Fodor
argues, but only indirectly. Fodor's response is clever, but, to my mind, not
totally convincing. Even if we conceive of Necker-cube alteration as an
indirect effect of central processes on the module, it is an effect nonetheless, and it would seem to endanger the mandatoriness claim. Notice, moreover, that once we lose mandatoriness, we lose encapsulation as well. The
whole point of encapsulation is that certain perceptual hypotheses will be
21. Churchland's comments are found in "PerceptualPlasticity and Theoretical Neutrality: A Reply to Jerry Fodor," p. 260. Fodor's response is in "A Reply to Churchland," pp.
255-257.
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formed regardlessof informationthat we may possess centrally,for example,knowledgethat the hypothesesare false. Butif a modularprocessis
not mandatory,then centralprocessescan modifyit or alterit; presumably
this can be done on the basisof any informationthe centralprocesseshappen to have. In that case, in what sense is the process"encapsulated"?
The responseI proposeto this objectionis somewhatmorecompromising than Fodor's,but also, I think, more convincing.I have arguedthat
certainmetrical-motivic
relationshipsareperceivedin a certainway- quickly
and effortlessly- andthatthesestructuresaresubjectto strongconstraints,
regardingthe relationshipbetweenthe motivicand metricalstructuresand
the natureof the metricalstructure.We may then concedethat these structures are not mandatoryand may be overruled;but when they are overruled,they can be replacedonly by anotherstructurethat is subjectto the
sameconstraints.That is, we can choose to hearFigure12 with a \ metrical
structureand the associatedmotivic structure.But we cannot choose to
hear it with a poorly formed metricalstructuresuch as those shown in
Figure15b, we cannotchoose to hearit with a \ metricalstructureand a \
motivicstructure,and we cannothearit with no metrical-motivicstructure
strucat all. In allowingthatwe canchooseto suspendone motivic-metrical
tureand initiateanother,we mustallow thatthe replacingstructureis heard
with effortand thereforeis clearlynot "effortless."Butthesestructuresare
phenomenologicallydirectand subjectto the same structuralconstraints
as the effortlessones;thereforethey seembestregardedas "modular"also.
Furthermore,there are limits on how these structures(both the effortless
and replacementones) can be used;one can be replacedwith another,but
they cannot be suspendedentirely,nor replacedwith structuresof a different kind.
Becausethe phenomenologicallydirectstructuresthat are formedare so
constrained,and becauseour interventionwith these structuresseems to
be limitedto replacingone structurewith anotherone of similarcharacter,
it seemsmost plausibleto view the situationessentiallyas Fodordescribes
it. In overrulinga modularmetrical-motivicstructure,our centralsystemis
sendinga messageto the metrical-motivicmodule,telling it to choose another structure.(Thereis an intuitiveappealto this explanation;in forcing
myself to hear a wrong interpretationof the Haydn melody,I feel I am
sendingan internal"beat"to the modulethat confusesit into imposinga
differentstructure.)Our influenceon the metrical-motivicmodule is limited to this. Contrastthis with the case of phenomenologicallyindirectrelationships,where we are have tremendousfreedomas to what relationships we detect and when we detectthem. Therefore,althoughwe cannot
say that modularrelationshipsareeithermandatoryor effortless,we might
callthem"automatic":
generallyeffortlessandaffectedby choiceonlywithin
narrow limits. As such, they are clearlyset apart from nonmodularrelationships,which are always effortfuland entirelycontrollableby choice.
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What can be said about the other characteristicsof modularoutputs?
Accordingto Fodor,the outputsof modulesare "shallow":they are about
the immediatescene beforeus. This distinctionis of little use to us here,as
presumablyall motivic relationshipsare shallow in this sense. Regarding
informationalencapsulation,the situation is more complicated.Fodor's
primecases of encapsulationare cases of illusion:cases in which our perceptual hypothesesappearto actuallyconflict with our beliefs. I argued
earlierthat Figure5 mightrepresentsuch a case;however,I do not wish to
insiston this argument,and I feel that the case for modularityis convincing
without it. I also arguedthat, for judgmentsto be modular,theremust be
limitson the informationthatcan influencethem.Nonmodularjudgments,
as defined here, are virtuallyunconstrained:we may detect all kinds of
relationships,even those that mightonly be learnedabout throughexplicit
theoreticaltraining(I am thinkinghereof Z-relatedsets and otherrelationships discussedin set theory).Metricallyparalleltranspositions,however,
appearto be perceivedeven by untrainedlisteners,without any theoretical
guidance;it seems plausibleto believe,then, that this perceptualcapacity
develops entirelywithin the module, without any guidance from central
processes.This is anothersense, then, in which the modularrelationships
discussedhere appearto be encapsulated.
An importantpoint should be made about the claim that the motivic
capacitiesof the modulearenot influencedby centralprocesses.This is not
to say that the module'sabilitiesare innate:they might be learnedover
time, as long as this developmenttakes place within the module. This is
exactly parallelto the case of languagein Fodor'stheory.Nor- even more
importantly- is it to say that peoplecould not learnto perceiveotherkinds
of relationshipsin a modularway. Fodorallows that modulescan learnto
perceivethings, and it is conceivableto me that with enough exposure,
one'smodulemightlearnto perceivenonmetricallyparalleltranspositions,
retrogrades,and all kinds of other relationships.My only claim is that at
the moment,I (and I believemost other people)do not perceivethem in a
modularway. And again, the importantpoint is that if our modules do
learnto hearnew things,they do so withoutguidancefromour theoretical
knowledgeand consciousgoals;rather,they learnon theirown (througha
processthat Fodorhas little to say about).
The modularview of motivicstructureofferssome insightinto the question of musicalvalue and enjoyment.The motivic structureof the Haydn
"Emperor"melody,for example,is a complex one, involvingparallelrelationshipsat severalmetricallevels, of differentlengthsand at differentlocations. Otherthings beingequal,we may continueto searchfor parallelisms that have the same metricplacementas those found previously;but
failingthat, we may haveto comparedifferentsegments,placeddifferently
relativeto the beat or at other metriclevels,or even segmentsthat are not
parallelat all given the currentmeter (thus requiringa differentmetrical
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structure).In this respect,the processof listeningto a melodyis a process
of searchingfor orderand pattern.In this sense, it perhapshas something
in common with centralprocessessuch as solving a detectiveor mystery
story,solving a riddle,or playinggames such as charadesor 20 questions;
in eachcase, partof the appealis the processof findingthe orderor pattern
in a seeminglychaotic or disorderlysituation.The idea that the listening
processis an attemptto organizewhat one hearsis of coursenot new; it is
reflectedmost clearly,perhaps,in the writings of LeonardMeyer.22One
appealingaspectof the currenttheoryis that it offersa way of integrating
metricalstructureinto this view. If one believesthat listeningto musicis a
processof findingorder,one must ask, what role does meterplay?In what
sense are we searchingfor orderwhen we imposea metricalstructureon a
piece?The currenttheoryoffers an answer:Imposinga metricalstructure
on a piece is nothing but comparingcertainsegmentsin searchof a parsimonious encodingof the music. In imposinga certainmetricalstructure,
we are essentiallyguessingthat certainsegmentswill be similarto certain
other segmentsin intervallicpattern;findingthesepatternswill allow us to
encode the piece more efficiently.23
Thereis a problem,however,with this view of musicalperception.If the
processof listeningto musicis a processof searchingfor orderor pattern,
22. See especially Emotion and Meaning in Music (1956), pp. 83-91, and Explaining
Music (1973), pp. 3-5.
23. 1 stated earlier that the current theory applies only to low-level motivic relationships.
The reason for this lies in the connection with meter. For two segments to be motivically
related, they must be similarly placed with respect to adjacent beats at some metrical level.
In Lerdahl and Jackendoff's view, however (and I agree), metrical structure only extends up
to a certain point. That is, given a piece that falls into 4-measure phrases, we may hear the
downbeat of each fourth measure as strong, but we may go no further; rather than hearing
every second or third of those beats as stronger than the others, we may hear them all as
essentially equal. The current theory actually sheds some light on this. Let us suppose that
imposing a metrical structure is nothing but comparing two segments in search of a parsimonious encoding of them. That is, if we impose a metrical level at the 4-measure level (so
that every fourth downbeat is strong), this is to say that we compare each 4-measure segment with the following one, hoping that the two segments (or parts of them) will be
motivically related. In this sense, motivic structure, and hence metrical structure, clearly
depends on memory: in order to compare two segments, we must memorize the earlier one.
At a certain level, however, the length of the segments involved exceeds our short-term
memory capacity. Therefore we might be able to compare 4-measure segments, but not, say,
8- or 12-measure segments, because those would exceed our memory. At this level, then, the
segment-comparison process could not be executed, and the sensation of meter would correspondingly fade.
A word is needed here about long-term motivic relationships. It seems to me that these
are qualitatively different from short-term relationships. Long-term relationships are usually heard only when the original motive has been repeated several times and thus has been
committed to long-term memory. In that case, the identity of the motive is abstracted: it is
still remembered as occurring at a certain position relative to the metrical structure, but it
will now be recognized whenever it occurs in that position, regardless of its exact distance
from the original appearances of it. But this all has to be worked out more fully.
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and if musicalenjoymentresults,in part, from this process,then it is difficult to explain why we could continueto enjoy listeningto piecesthat we
know well, or even know from memory.If we alreadyknow a piece from
memory,presumablywe have alreadydiscoveredwhateverorderthere is
to be found;we alreadyhave it parsimoniouslyencodedin some way, and
thereis no needto repeatthe process.Indeed,once we know a piecewell, it
is hardto see how the processof hearingit would have any effect on us at
all. As Jackendoffhas pointed out, however (1991, pp. 226-228), it is
preciselyherethat the modularityview of musicyields perhapsits greatest
payoff. Let us supposethat the processof analyzingthe melody,described
above, is performedby a module,or an automaticmachinewith no access
to our backgroundknowledge.The machinedoes not know we have heard
the melody before,and it has no access to any representationof the piece
that we mightstoreelsewherein memory.It simplyprocessesthe pieceas if
for the first time, every time it hears it. This would perhapsallow us to
reconcile the fact that the process of listening seems to be a process of
learningor discoveringwith the fact that we seem to be able to derive
enjoymentfrom this process over and over again. In this sense, being a
modularprocess, listeningto music would not be so much like a central
process such as solving detectivestories or intellectualpuzzles;rather,it
would be more like other modularprocessessuch as parsingsentencesor
analyzingvisual scenes. This then raises anotherquestion:why is it that
parsing melodies is, in itself, a source of pleasure,whereas parsing sentences and visual scenesgenerallyis not? I have no answer for this; I can
only suggestthat, perhaps,a modularityview takes us froma bafflingsituation to a merelyhighlymysteriousone.
Let us summarizethe conclusionsof this paper.(1) Certainmotivicrelationships are perceivedin a fast, automaticway (automaticin that it is
often effortless,and controlledonly to a limitedextent by choice). (2) Only
certainrelationshipsare perceivedin this way: metricallyparalleltranspositions. (3) Suchrelationshipsarealso phenomenologicallydirect:thereis a
strong sense of hearingthat they are there. (4) Other relationships nonparalleltranspositions,retrogrades,and otherset-theoreticrelationships
may be detected,but only in a slow, deliberate,phenomenologicallyindirect way. (5) Metrical structure,too, is perceived in a modular- fast,
automatic- way. (6) Metricalstructuredoes not merelydeterminemotivic
structure,however;it is also greatlyaffectedby it, in that we preferto form
a metricalstructurethat resultsin a strongmotivicstructure.
In proposing that musical perception is modular, I do not wish to
downplaythe importanceof centralprocessesin musicalexperience.With
regardto the classical-periodpiecesdiscussedhere,for example,therecan
be no doubt that thingssuch as narrativestructureplay an importantrole,
as well as otherkindsof extramusicalassociations- culturalandpersonal-
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that could not possibly be accountedfor as modularphenomena.But to
admit the importanceof higherknowledgein musicalexperienceis not to
deny that some aspectsof musicalmentalrepresentationsmay be formed
independentlyof this knowledge,in an entirelymodularway. I have argued that some aspects of musicalexperienceseem to accord well with,
and indeeddemand,such an explanation.I have also suggestedthat musical perceptionhas somethingto contributeto the debateabout modularity,
offering,perhaps,a uniquelycompellingdemonstrationof the theory'svalidity.
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